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Introduction 

 

With the return to education “normalcy” as the pandemic wanes, there has been an increase in calls for 

greater “school choice” freedom, flexibility, and that the “money-follows-the-student” from a wide range of 

political and ideological figures. Some are calling for government-funded student education savings 
accounts (ESA), while others are calling for public funding directly to private schools and private 

homeschools.  

 

Public funding of private education is not a new idea. This revived interest presents a challenge for private 

homeschooling families and individuals to think through wisely and biblically. In this document, there are 

several questions posed and answers provided to help private educators and students determine for 

themselves whether funding is necessary or ultimately beneficial for private education.  

 

 

What Moral Issues are Compromised Through Accepting Government Funding? 

 

1. An important issue for those wanting to use government funds to educate their children is that government 

money always comes with government oversight, rules, and regulations.  

 

2. Religious doctrine cannot be taught in state-funded schools in California. One major reason for parents 

to choose private education, either campus-based or home-based, is concern over religious instruction and 

moral influence. Public schools are prohibited by law from providing religious instruction, and in order to 

receive federal and state funding, this “separation of church and state” must be upheld.1 With religious 

instruction prohibited in the public classroom, many parents choose to school their children privately in order 

to educate them according to their religious conviction. Government funds come with strings attached, 

creating convictional issues for religious Americans. 

 

3. State-funded schools also cannot allow instruction that adversely reflects on gender, gender identity, 

gender expression, or sexual orientation,2 which could be interpreted to mean that 1) curriculum 

depicting heterosexual marriage as the only morally acceptable form of marriage, or 2) curriculum 

teaching that homosexuality is morally wrong are in violation of this law.3 
 

4. Government funding of private education can compromise the values and goals of that school. One 

prime example of the dangers of government funding was seen recently at the College of the Ozarks in 

Missouri. In 2021, under the Biden Administration’s new policies for the Fair Housing Act and its 

applications, the school was required to allow transgender students to be placed in the dormitory 

corresponding with their gender identity, overriding the school’s Christian doctrinal convictions.4 

 

5. Under the State of California’s own Education Code, funding of private schools that engage in teaching 

doctrinally orthodox Christian principles would be primary targets of discrimination lawsuits. Under 

Section 220 of the California Ed Code, the full force of California’s nondiscrimination statute would be 
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applied to any private school, whether campus or home-based, if that school “receives, or benefits from, 

state financial assistance or enrolls pupils who receive student financial aid” and is not controlled by a 

religious organization if the application would not be consistent with the religious tenets of that 

organization.5 It is highly unlikely that any private homeschooler, who is enrolled in a private school in the 

home, would meet either of these two conditions. 

 

6. It is godly for Government to ensure that public money is spent well. Civil government pays for its 

activities by assessing various taxes and fees on its citizens. These taxes and fees are "public funds," and 

government is accountable to its citizens and God for their legitimate use. Using public funds for the 

benefit of individuals or group of individuals for private use without accountability and control is a 

violation of government's responsibility to ensure that public money is spent wisely for the welfare of all 

its citizens.6 

 

 

What Are Some of the “Strings Attached” to Tax Dollars Funding Private Education? 

 
7. William F. Buckley speaks candidly and clearly on the progression of higher education from being wholly 

private and religious to agents of the state: 
 

“[T]he lesson is plain: American colleges, with the exception of those as valiant as Hillsdale and Grove 

City, are subjects of the government [because they receive government funds in even so indirect a way 

as accepting students' government guaranteed loans]. Who would ever have thought such a thing could 

happen? The answer to that is: the presidents of Johns Hopkins, of Union College, of the California 

Institute of Technology, of the University of Missouri, of Stanford, of Brown, a former president of 

Columbia, and the provost of Harvard.  

 

On November 19, 1952, they spoke the findings of the Commission on Financing Higher Education, a 

branch of the Association of American Universities: ‘We are convinced that it would be fatal were 

federal support to be substantially extended. Power means control. Diversity disappears, as control 

emerges. Under control, our hundreds of universities and colleges would follow the order of one central 

institution, and the freedom of higher education would be lost.’  

 

They were right."7 

 

8. Private education would become homogenous. “We should protect federalism… to prevent national 

homogenization of private schools via the kinds of regulations that inevitably get attached to federal dough.”8 

Education savings accounts have been adopted in many states to promote the freedom of students and their 

parents to have greater choice in the school they attend. However, the inevitable government regulations 

would render private education as no longer distinct in policy, curriculum, requirements, and other standards. 

 

9. With the growing popularity and demand of direct “stimulus payments,” there is much more pressure for the 

federal government to step in and provide direct funding of student education. This of course would come 

with greater regulation in order to uphold government statutes that go against Christian conviction. All 

private schools would be forced into the state’s mold. 

 

10. Ultimately, a private school that turns to accepting government funding ceases to be a private school 

any longer. “[A] private school which accepts vouchers becomes merely another type of public school, 

attaching to itself the burdens of bureaucracy and mandated programs now afflicting public education. It is 

therefore questionable whether this would be a red plum to offer any student.”9 

 

11. Accreditation for PSPs leads to more regulations. If private schools, including those who file their own 

PSA or who conduct a PSP, are accredited in order to receive government funds and prevent fraud (e.g. 

through ESAs), then the private school would need to adhere to the rules set forth by the accrediting 
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agency - graduation requirements, curriculum requirements, health and safety requirements, teacher 

certification, etc. 

 

12. “The education establishment may view public funding of private schools as a threat to public 

education. They could argue the law is fraught with potential for abuse which must be corrected. This may 

lead to teachers’ unions lobbying the government to increase regulation of private schools.”10 The great 

influence that teachers’ unions have over federal and state education policy would come out in full force 

against private schools that are receiving public funding.  

 

13. Optional ESAs threaten private homeschooling flexibility. Even if parents could "opt-in" or “opt-out” of 

an ESA, and even if some or most private homeschoolers would choose not to participate, it would still erode 

the freedom of private homeschooling if some families chose to participate. The government would still 

want to see the outcome and regulate the use of the education funds, possibly in curriculum and teacher 

restrictions and/or standards, weekly check-ins with a government authority, submission of test scores, etc. 

This would result in a private education option being transformed by the mold imposed by the government. 

Private home education’s very existence as a flexible and freer education option would be threatened, 

especially for those who choose to opt-out of ESAs. 

 

14. Optional ESAs may set the stage for further regulation of different types of private schools.  According 

to the California Education Code, there is no distinction between private homeschools and any other type of 

private school that files a private school affidavit. Optional ESAs may change that. The government may 

choose to further define the types of private schools into those that use ESAs and those that don’t. The 

introduction of the term “private homeschool” into the Education Code, or any term that further breaks down 

private schools into categories, makes it easy to separate private homeschoolers from the rest of the private 

schools for future regulation. 

 

15. Everywhere government has subsidized private education, there has been government domination. 

Small private schools and large private universities alike have experienced this progression in nations such 

as the United States, Canada, Germany, Spain, the United Kingdom and France. When asked “are there 

historical examples of Christian schools coming under government domination through government 

funding?”, Lynda Friesen responds with “the better question is, ‘In which countries where government 

subsidizes private education, either directly or indirectly, have the private schools not in time, come under 

government domination?’ The answer is none.”11 

 

16. If you give an inch, they will take a mile. Historically and currently, governments have taken, centralized, 

and controlled the God-given duties of families and parents. In pre-war Germany, the Nazi fascist/socialist 

government incrementally took over the education of children from infancy, in assembly-line fashion. 

Today, total government control of children is about to come to Great Britain, which continues to drift toward 

more European socialism.12 Of course, this comparison to Nazi fascism is meant to serve as a warning, not 

a direct comparison to the American education system of today. When parents continually cede their 

authority to the state, the state will continually demand even more.   

 

 

What is Wrong with Education Savings Accounts? 

 

17. A prominent example of indirect subsidization of private education through government funds is the concept 

of education savings accounts (ESA’s). Education Savings Accounts have been promoted by many “school 

choice” advocates as a way to provide families with financial flexibility when choosing what style of 

education their child receives. States that currently have ESAs as an option for parents and their 

students have clear restrictions and prohibitions pertaining to how, when, and where these state funds 

can be used.  
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18. Model federal legislation propositions from organizations such as the American Legislative Exchange 

Council states that “Allowable uses of funds contributed into the Family Education Saving Account will be 

regulated by federal rules governing Coverdell Education Savings Accounts”.13 This sort of legislation 

leaves the regulation and restrictions on the use of funds entirely in the hands of the government, 

governed by laws and values that are increasingly in conflict with Christian principles and concerns. 

 

19. Promises cannot be kept of no future regulation.  The proponents of ESAs have attempted to abate 

concerns over future regulation of private education by stating that no additional statute shall be enacted by 

the legislature pertaining to private schools after ESAs are implemented. However, that promise cannot be 

kept, since any legislator now or in the future is able to propose legislation that would further regulate and 

control private schools. Even if the ESA proposition contains a clause requiring a high minimum vote 

count by the legislature to pass further regulations, with the makeup of the legislature as it is right now, 

and has been over the past several years, it is easily possible to vote statutes through on party lines with a 

three-fourths majority.  

 

 

Does “Government Funding” of Private Education Actually Provide Adequate Funding? 

 
20. The argument has been made that an education tax credit or an education savings account (ESA) for students 

is simply “getting your money back” from what the government collects in taxes. The issue with that 

argument is that 1) the money that is given up in taxes no longer legally belongs to the taxpayer and 2) “the 

figures show that, for the vast majority of people, their own taxes do not cover even one elementary school 

child’s education in public school. Families must depend upon taxes paid by their neighbors with no children 

to make up the difference.”14  

 

21. When government “gives you back your taxes” through education tax credits and/or education savings 

accounts (ESAs), they return less and attach restrictions to the funds. There is no reasonable basis to 

believe that the government is able to return tax dollar in full – because of the bureaucratic and administrative 

departments each dollar must travel through – nor is it reasonable to believe that it is willing to return any 

money with no strings attached. These options are never truly private and free of government intervention, 

as many may hope.15 

 

22. Taxes would be raised to cover the cost of the private school students who are currently not being funded 

by public funds. Private school students accounted for 7.4% of the total enrollment in California in the 2019-

2020 school year.16 

 

23. “Christian parents who enroll their children in charter schools may see a personal financial benefit, at least 

in the short term… it simply does not require $1,000 per year to homeschool each child… wasted funds are 

evident when parents consider the ADA funding they don’t receive. Since public schools currently receive 

$4,000-$5,000 per student, subtracting the thousand dollars or so that the parents get to spend still leaves 

$3,000-$4,000 per student for the school’s administration costs.” 

 

“It is a sad commentary on modern Christianity that so many parents accept government hand-outs for 

extravagant educational budgets. When private school administrators run programs for only about 10% of 

the amount provided to charter schools, it’s obvious that the government is acting as a poor steward.”17 

 

24. Tax credits are a not a good option for public funding of private schools. There are a number of ways 

that funds are either redirected from government collection back to the taxpayer or are simply counted as 

various types of exemptions from taxations. “An unearned (or negative) tax credit is an entitlement to an 

amount of money regardless of whether taxes are actually owed. In other words, if an individual is eligible 

for a $1000 negative tax credit, and he owed or had paid no taxes whatsoever, he would still be eligible for 

the $1000. A negative tax credit is simply a voucher in disguise, a scheme involving redistribution of wealth. 

Such a proposal must be opposed on principle. On the other hand, an earned tax credit gives back/reduces a 
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prescribed portion of taxes actually owed. However, in this case the state perceives that it is giving this sum 

back to the taxpayer in order to promote its public policy. Therefore, the state retains ultimate control of 

the money by attaching restrictions and relations on what it considers it has ‘given.’18  

 

25. Both negative and earned tax credits stand in contrast to tax exemptions whereby a certain amount is 

subtracted from a taxpayer's income before his tax liability is calculated, and therefore not considered taxable 

income. In the case of the dependent tax deduction, the exemption is based on the age and relational status 

of the child. Under this arrangement, families get to keep more of their hard-earned income with total 

freedom as to how it is used, because the state is not ‘giving’ anything back to the taxpayer, and therefore 

not in position to attach controls to its use.”19 

 

 

Does Greater Government Funding Correlate with Improved Student Outcomes? 

 

26. State spending on education and corresponding education achievement of students does not seem to 

hold to a causal relationship. For example, Massachusetts and Vermont have some of the lowest spending 

with the highest educational outcomes, whereas areas such as DC and states such as Alaska and New Mexico 

have some of the highest per-pupil spending and some of the lowest corresponding student outcomes.20 The 
rest of the US States are spread in between those extremes of achievement and spending, with no clear trend 

presented beyond a linear progression between spending and increased success rates. 

 

27. Nationally, public education spending is about $612 billion. According to Educationdata.org, this averages 

out to about $12,600 per pupil in the public-school systems nationwide. For California, this average is only 

slightly lower at about $12,500 per pupil. Public school districts in large urban areas such as in the District 

of Columbia have per-pupil spending that is almost three times the national average.21 These large districts 

reputably have some of the lowest student outcomes in the nation with the lowest SAT scores, the lowest 

graduation rates, and the lowest career success rates. 

 

 

What is the Cost of a Homeschool Education in Comparison to Public or Private Campus-Based 

Options? 

 

28. The cost of homeschooling a single student is far lower than the taxation cost of public school or the 

tuition costs of a private campus-based school. As stated, the average funding per student in California’s 

public schools is about $12,500 per year. The average private school education in California is comparable, 

at about $12,900 per pupil per year.22 In contrast to these two options, private homeschooling carries a 

fraction of the cost. According to HSLDA’s homeschool budgeting estimates, there is a great deal of 

flexibility for homeschooling costs, depending on your curriculum options and any necessary online 

resources. They estimate the more expensive options for homeschoolers to be between $500-$1,000 per 

student per year23. Some other educational research sources place the cost between $700-$1,800 per student 

per year24. While the cost of public schools is not a direct payment from taxpayers, the purpose of showing 

this cost statistic is to assess the “return on investment” for this education method.  

 

29. These cost differences are only relevant if it can be shown that homeschooling options can produce 

comparable, or even better outcomes in comparison to public school options. The next section explains 

the findings on the topic of homeschooling outcomes, both academically and societally. 

 

 

Does Research on Homeschooling Support Positive Outcomes? 

 

30. “Research suggests homeschooled children tend to do better on standardized tests, stick around longer in 

college, and do better once they're enrolled. A 2009 study showed that the proportion of homeschoolers who 

graduated from college was about 67%, while among public school students it was 59%.”25 
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31. “30 years of research by about 45 scholars in peer-reviewed journals has revealed significantly positive 

things related to homeschooling. There are very few pieces of empirical evidence from studies indicating 

that homeschool students or graduates of homeschooling are not doing as well as others; there is no body of 

research showing that they are being harmed at any higher rate than others…. To date, the clear majority of 

research done on homeschooling finds positive things associated with the method of education.”26 

 

32. “The SAT 2014 test scores of college-bound homeschool students were higher than the national 

average of all college-bound seniors that same year…. These relatively high SAT scores of home-

educated students are consistent with their high SAT scores in preceding research and with research findings 

on the overall success of college students who were home-educated.”27 

 

33. One major metric that is often overlooked by state standardized testing is active academic engagement, or 

AAE. "Several research studies in the late ’90s and early 2000s, including ours, confirmed the phenomenon 

that I had observed: high levels of active academic engagement (AAE) occurred during home instruction. 

Because AAE was known to be a key ingredient for helping students to develop their basic academic skills, 

this data explained, at least to a degree, why most homeschool students—even those with disabilities—could 

do well at home. Furthermore, because small instructional groups typically yield higher levels of AAE levels 
than do larger groups, it followed that the very small groups or, in some cases, one-on-one instruction that 

occurs in homeschool environments, could often result in high AAE levels."28  
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